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Let H=Hn=Cn_R denote the Heisenberg group, and let _r denote the
normalized Lebesgue measure on the sphere [(z, 0): |z|=r]. Let (X, B, m) be a
standard Borel probability space on which H acts measurably and ergodically by
measure preserving transformations, and let ?(_r) denote the operator canonically
associated with _r on L p(X ). We prove maximal and pointwise ergodic theorems
in L p, for radial averages _r on the Heisenberg group H n, n>1. The results are best
possible for actions of the reduced Heisenberg group. The method of proof is to use
the spectral theory of the Banach algebra of radial measures on the group and
decay estimates for its characters to establish maximal inequalities using spectral
methods, in particular LittlewoodPaleyStein square-functions and analytic inter-
polation.  1997 Academic Press
1. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
1.1. Definitions
The present paper will establish maximal and pointwise ergodic theorems
for radial averages on the Heisenberg group H=H n, the reduced Heisenberg
group and the Heisenberg motion group. (Note: in what follows, the terms
‘‘radial averages’’ and ‘‘spherical means’’ are interchangeable.) We begin by
recalling the relevant definitions (see [N1], [N2]).
Let (X, B, m) be a standard Borel probability space and let the locally
compact second countable group G have a Borel measurable action on X,
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preserving m. The action of G on X is denoted by (g, x) [ gx. There is
a natural isometric representation of G on L p(X ), 1p given by
?(g) f (x)= f (g&1x).
The action is said to be ergodic if there are no G-invariant functions in
L2(X ) other than the constant functions.
Given a complex bounded Borel measure + on G we can define an
operator ?(+) acting on L p(X ) by ?(+) f=G ?(g) f d+(g).
Assuming that the group G is unimodular it can be easily checked that
+  ?(+) is a norm continuous V-representation of the involutive Banach
algebra M(G) of complex bounded Borel measures on G as an algebra of
operators on L2(X ). Let t [ &t , t # R+ be a (weakly continuous) one-
parameter family of probability measures on G and consider the following:
Definition 1.1. 1. &t is a mean ergodic family if for every continuous
unitary representation ? of G in a Hilbert space H and for all f # H,
&?(&t) f&Ef &  0 as t   where E denotes the orthogonal projection on
the space of vectors invariant under ?(g), g # G.
2. &t is a pointwise ergodic family in L p if for every ergodic action
of G on a probability space (X, B, m) and for every f in L p(X ),
?(&t) f (x)  X f dm for m-almost every x and in the L
p-norm.
3. M& f (x)=supt>0 |?(&t) f (x)|, is the maximal function associated
with the family &t .
4. f &*(x)=supt1 |?(&t) f (x)|, is the global part of the maximal
function.
1.2. Radial Averages on Heisenberg Groups
We now describe the groups and the operators that we will consider. Let
H=Hn=Cn_R denote the Heisenberg group with group operation
(z, t)(w, s)=(z+w, t+s+ 12 Im z } w )
and let K=Kn=U(n) denote the unitary group. The Heisenberg motion
group G=Gn=U(n) _ H n is the semidirect product of Kn and H n. The
group law of G is given by
(k1 , z1 , t1)(k2 , z2 , t2)=(k1 k2 , z1+k2 z2 , t1+t2+ 12 Im(k1z2 } z 1)).
The inverse of an element (k, z, t) # G is given by (k&1, &k&1z, &t) and
(I, 0, 0) serves as the identity where I is the n_n identity matrix. K is then
isomorphic to a subgroup of G and so is H.
For a function f on G, let Pf denote the projection given by Pf (z, t)=
K f (k, z, t) dmK . Here mK denotes the normalised Haar measure on K;
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sometimes we also write dk in place of dmK . Let $g be the Dirac point mass
at g # G.
An easy calculation shows that the measure mK V $g V mK with
g=(k, z, t) is independent of k and depends only on |z| and t. In fact,
f V mK V $g V mK ({, w, s)=|
K
Pf (w&kz, t+s& 12 Im(kz } w )) dk.
We will consider the following groups and radial averages:
Definition 1.2. 1. _r, t will denote the normalised surface measure on
the sphere Sr, t=[(z, t): |z|=r] in the Heisenberg group. We let _r=_r, 0 .
2. The spherical means on the Heisenberg motion group will be
denoted by _$r, t , and are given by _$r, t=mK V $g V mK , where g=(k, z, t),
|z|=r. Let also _$r=_$r, 0 . We note the relation: f V _$r(k, z, t)=Pf V _r(z, t),
for functions on G.
3. The center of Hn is denoted Z(Hn)=[(0, t) | t # R]$R.
The reduced Heisenberg group is given by H n=HnZ1 , where
Z1=[(0, n) | n # Z] is a discrete subgroup of Z(H n). The spherical means
_ r on H n are defined by _ r= p (_r), where p is the canonical factor map.
4. Denote by p: Hn  R2n the map given by (z, t) [ z. Note that p
is a surjective homomorphism, and ker p=Z(Hn). Denote p(_r)=_~ r .
Then _~ r is the rotation invariant measure on a sphere of radius r in R2n.
Note also that the map p factors through H n.
Finally, fix a unit vector w in Cn, and consider Aw=[(I, rw, 0): r # R].
It is easily seen that Aw is a subgroup of G which is isomorphic to R.
Taking gr=(I, rw, 0) we get _$r=mK V $gr V mK . This fact will be used in
the proof of the maximal inequality for the family _$r .
1.3. Statement of Results and Some Remarks
We can now state the following results:
Theorem 1.3. The spherical means _r on Hn and _$r on Gn are pointwise
ergodic families in L p, provided (2n&1)(2n&2)< p< and n>1.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 depends on the following:
Theorem 1.4. Let (2n&1)(2n&2)< p< and n>1. Then, for a non-
negative f # L p, the maximal function M_f is measurable, and the strong L p
maximal inequalities &M_ f &pCp(n) & f &p hold for the family _r on H n,
and _$r on Gn .
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For the reduced Heisenberg group we will prove the following:
Theorem 1.5. The spherical means _ r on the reduced Heisenberg group
H n constitute a pointwise ergodic family in L p, provided 2n(2n&1)< p<,
and n>1.
Theorem 1.5 depends on:
Theorem 1.6. Let 2n(2n&1)< p< and n>1. Then for a non-negative
f # L p, the maximal function f *_ is measurable, and the strong L p maximal
inequalities & f *_ &pCp(n) & f &p hold for the family _ r on H n.
Furthermore, this result is the best possible without additional assumptions
on the action.
We note that in the course of the proof of Theorem 1.6 we will give an
independent proof of the pointwise ergodic theorem for sphere averages on
the Euclidean groups Rn, n3, due to Jones [J]. The proof is considerably
shorter and establishes also the measurability of the maximal function.
Corollary 1.7 [J]. The spherical means _~ t on the groups Rd, d3
constitute a pointwise ergodic family in Lp, d(d&1)< p<.
We remark that the spherical averages on Rd, d3 satisfy the strong
maximal inequality when acting by convolution on Rd, provided d(d&1) <
p<. This result is due to E. M. Stein (see [S-W]), and will be used in
the proof of Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.7.
The L p-maximal inequality of Theorem 1.4 for _r was formulated for the
action of the Heisenberg group on a space with a finite invariant measure.
The argument is valid also for certain actions of the group preserving an
infinite measure. It suffices to assume that the space is a locally compact
metric space and the group action jointly continuous, preserving a _-finite
regular Borel measure. For such an action, a maximal inequality easily
yields a local ergodic theorem. As an example, we formulate the following
result regarding sphere differentiation on the Heisenberg group:
Corollary 1.8. The spherical means _r acting by convolution on
Lp(H n), satisfy the following: _r f (h)  f (h) as r  0, for every f # L p(X )
and almost every h # Hn, provided n>1 and (2n&1)(2n&2)< p<.
Our method of proof uses several of the ideas developed in [S-W] and
[S] to prove maximal inequalities using spectral methods. These ideas
were applied to prove pointwise ergodic theorems for radial averages on
simple algebraic groups of split rank one in [N], [N1], [N2], [N-S1],
[N-S2], and we will refer to these sources for some details. We note that
the spectral theory relevant to our discussion is that of the convolution
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algebra generated by the measures _t , t0. This algebra is closely connected
to the Gelfand pair associated with the Heisenberg motion group, and we
follow a suggestion in [N] and [N-S1] in developing the ergodic theorems
in this context. Our analysis includes a description of the structure of the
convolution algebra and of spectral estimates of its V-characters, which are
needed in order to apply the method of analytic interpolation. The
V-characters are the spherical functions of the Gelfand pair, and are given
by Laguerre and Bessel functions for which various estimates are well
known. However, the current best estimates of the Laguerre functions are
not sharp enough to yield the best possible maximal inequality for the
spherical means on Hn. Presumably, & f *_&pCp(n) & f &p for p>2n(2n&1),
for any n1, but we establish this result only for a restricted class of
actions, namely those that factor to actions of the reduced Heisenberg
group H n, and only when n>1. For a general action of the Heisenberg
group our result falls short of optimal by 12 derivative. We note that the
case n=1 plays a special role, much as in the Euclidean case [S-W] and
the hyperbolic case [N1, N2]. Indeed, the maximal inequality for _r on the
Heisenberg group fails in L2, and therefore the method of square functions
is not available in this case. It is unknown at this time whether the maximal
inequality for _r on H 1 is valid for any p>2.
We conclude this section by giving references for various results that will
be used below. For an introduction to the theory of the Heisenberg group
we refer to G. Folland [F]. For a description of the spherical functions we
refer to J. Faraut and K. Harzalla [F-H], A. Hulanicki and F. Ricci [H-R]
and C. Benson et al. [B-J-R]. For further discussion of the Heisenberg
motion group we refer to R. Strichartz [St]. For several results concerning
Laguerre functions we refer to [T2] as well as G. Szego [Sz].
Finally we wish to thank E. M. Stein for encouraging remarks concerning
the subject of this work.
2. SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS AND SPECTRAL THEORY
2.1. Spherical Functions
Let L1(G, K ) denote the subspace of bi-K-invariant functions in L1(G),
G the Heisenberg motion group. It is well known (see [F-H], [St]) that
bi-K-invariant functions on G form a commutative convolution algebra, or
in other words that (G, K ) form a Gelfand pair. Furthermore the algebra is
canonically isomorphic to the convolution algebra of radial functions on Hn.
Recall that a function f (z, t) on Hn is said to be radial if f is a function of
|z| and t, or equivalently, if f (kz, t)= f (z, t) for all k in K. The subspace
of radial functions in L1(H n) will be denoted by L1(H n, K ).
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We let M(Hn, K )=An=A denote the norm-closed convolution algebra
generated by _r, t (r>0, t # R) in M(H n). An is canonically isomorphic to
the algebra generated by _$r, t (r>0, t # R) in M(Gn). Clearly, A is a closed
V-subalgebra of M(G).
As is well known, the complex homomorphisms of a Gelfand pair
L1(G, K ) are given by bounded spherical functions. Bounded K-spherical
functions on G are characterised by satisfying .(e)=1 and the integral
equation
|
K
.(akb) dk=.(a) .(b), a, b # G.
There are two families of spherical functions. One family is parametrised by
* # R, *{0 and k # N=[0, 1, 2. . .]. They are given by
e*k(z, t)=
k! (n&1)!
(k+n&1)!
ei*t.*k(z),
where
.*k(z)=L
n&1
k (
1
2 |*| |z|
2) e&14 |*| |z|2,
Ln&1k (t) being Laguerre polynomials of type (n&1). The other family is
given for each {>0 by
’{(z, t)=
2n&1(n&1)!
({ |z| )n&1
Jn&1({ |z| ),
where Jn&1 is the Bessel function of order (n&1), and for {=0, the spherical
function ’0(z, t)=1 identically.
The Gelfand spectrum 7 of the algebra L1(Hn, K ) is thus the union of
the sets 7L=R*_N (the Laguerre spectrum) 7B=R+ (the Bessel spectrum)
and [0] (the trivial character). Here R*=R"[0] and R+=(0, ). For
any ‘ # 7, let .‘ be the spherical function e*k or ’{ or ’0#1 as the case may
be. In what follows .‘ (r) stands for .‘ (z, 0) with |z|=r.
2.2. The Spectral Theory of An
Recall that _r, t are the normalized surface measures on the spheres
Sr, t/H n, and A denotes the algebra generated by _r, t , r>0, t # R. We
note the following:
Proposition 2.1. (i) _r1, t1 V _r2 , t2 is a probability measure absolutely
continuous with respect to Haar measure on Hn, unless n=1, where the
convolution of at least three spherical measures is absolutely continuous.
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(ii) Finite linear combinations of functions of the form _r1 V _r2 V } } } V _rk ,
where ri>0 and k3 are dense in L1(Hn, K ), and L1(H n, K )/An .
(iii) The group generated by Sr=[(z, 0) | |z|=r] in H n equals Hn.
(iv) Similar statements hold for _$r, t and Gn .
Proof. (i) The fact that the convolution of two spherical measures on
Hn, n2 is absolutely continuous has been established in [Ste]. The case
n=1 is also considered there, and it is shown that the convolution of at
least three spherical measures is absolutely continuous.
(ii) Note that by (i), _r V _r V _r is an L1-function, and hence
_*6r = fr is a continuous positive function, with support contained in the
set S 6r . Letting : denote the dilation automorphisms of the Heisenberg
group, (z, t) [ (:z, :2t), we see that T: f1=_*6: , 0<:1, is a radial
approximate identity. It therefore follows from the theory of homogeneous
nilpotent groups (see [S]) that the maximal operator sup:>0 |_*6: V F |
satisfies a strong maximal inequality in L p(Hn), p>1. Hence for every
locally integrable function F on Hn, (_6: , L(z, t)F) converges to F(z, t) for
almost all (z, t). Integrating w.r.t. _r, t , we see that (_6: , _r, t V F) =
(_r, &t V _*6: , F)  (_r, t , F). Therefore a bounded radial function for
which the inner product above is zero for all r, t and : must vanish almost
everywhere. It follows that the space of functions spanned by the convolu-
tions of spherical measures is dense in L1(H n, K ). Indeed, every bounded
linear functional on this space is given by integration against a bounded
radial function F, but if F satisfies (_r, t V _6: , F) =0 (for all r, t and :),
then F=0. Since A is closed in the L1-norm, it follows that L1(Hn, K )/A.
(iii) The fact that the subgroup generated by Sr /H n equals H n
follows from (i). Indeed, the support of _*6r contains an open neighbour-
hood of the identity, since _*3r is a symmetric absolutely continuous
measure. On the other hand, the support is contained in S 6r , which there-
fore generates an open subgroup of Hn. By connectedness, the subgroup
coincides with Hn.
(iv) The proof is similar.
We now proceed to prove that each complex homomorphism of A is
given by a spherical function .‘ .
Proposition 2.2. Let  be a non-zero continuous complex homo-
morphism of A. Then the radial function
.(g)=(mK V $g V mK)
equals .‘ (z, t) for some ‘ # 7.
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Proof. As  is non-zero, for some r, t we have (_r, t){0. Since
L1(G, H n)/A,  defines a homomorphism of L1(H n, K ), which is non-zero
since (_*3r, t){0. Therefore (see [F-H]), there is a bounded K-spherical
function .‘ such that
( f )=|
H n
f (z, t) .‘ (z, t) dz dt
for all f in L1(Hn, K ).
We claim that .(g)=. ‘ (g). First we observe that
(_r, t V _r$, t$)=|
H n
.‘ (g) d(_r, t V _r$, t$)
since _r, t V _r$, t$ is absolutely continuous (in the case n=1 this argument
has to be modified slightly). As .‘ is K-spherical, it satisfies the integral
equation noted in Section 2.2, and hence the integral equals
|
Hn
.‘ V _r$, &t$(g) d_r, t=|
H n
.‘ (z$, &t$)(g) d_r, t=.‘ (z, t) . ‘ (z$, t$),
where |z|=r and |z$|=r$. On the other hand
(_r, t V _r$, t$)=.(z, t) .(z$, t$),
since  is a homomorphism. As we are assuming that .(z, t){0 we see
that .(z$, t$) is proportional to . ‘(z$, t$) and hence they are equal as
.(e)=.‘ (e)=1. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
Corollary 2.3. Restriction of complex characters from M(Hn, K )=An
to its subalgebra L1(H n, K ) induces a canonical identification of the Gelfand
spectrum of the two algebras. A similar statement holds for M(Gn , K )=An
and L1(Gn , K ).
Proof. Since _*3r, t is absolutely continuous, distinct non-zero continuous
complex characters of A restrict to distinct non-zero continuous complex
characters of L1(G, K ). Conversely, by [F-H] every continuous complex
character of L1(G, K ) is given by integration against a spherical function .‘ ,
which is bounded and continuous. Integrating .‘ against the radial
measures _r, t defines a continuous complex character of M(Hn, K )=A.
The multiplicity property follows from the functional equation satisfied by
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the spherical function (see Section 2.2) using a standard computation. The
corollary is therefore proved.
Now let ? be a strongly continuous unitary representation of H=Hn on
a Hilbert space H. ? then determines canonically a norm continuous
V-representation of the algebra M(Hn, K ). Let us denote by A? the
commutative C* algebra which is the closure of ?(A) in the operator
norm. Let 7? denote the spectrum of A? which is by definition the set of
all non-zero norm-continuous complex homomorphisms of A? . Clearly,
7? is a subset of the Gelfand spectrum of A. Consequently, every symmetric
(self-adjoint) measure + in M(Hn, K ) is mapped to a self-adjoint operator
on H, whose spectrum is the set [.‘ (+) | ‘ # 7?]. As a result, we have the
following formula, which will be our starting point for proving radial
ergodic theorems using spectral methods. If f # H, then
(?(_r) f, f ) =|
‘ # 7
.‘ (r) d&f (‘), (2.1)
where d&f (‘) is the spectral measure determined by the vector f # H.
Of course, a similar formular holds for the averages ?(_$r) determined by
a unitary representation of the group G=Gn .
3. SPECTRAL ESTIMATES
In this section we will state and prove estimates on the spherical func-
tions associated with L1(H n, K ). These are the estimates needed in order to
apply the method of LittlewoodPaleyStein square functions, which are
the necessary ingredients in establishing maximal inequalities using complex
interpolation. We begin with the following:
Proposition 3.1. (i) For n2,
sup
‘ # 7
|

0 }
d
dr
.‘ (r) }
2
r drC1(n).
(ii) More generally, for n2 and 1mn&1,
sup
‘ # 7
|

0 }
d m
drm
.‘ (r) }
2
r2m&1 drCm(n).
Here Cm(n) depends only on the algebra An .
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Proof. First we consider the Laguerre spectrum. By a change of
variables it is easy to see that we need to estimate the integrals
\ k! (n&1)!(k+n&1)!+
2
|

0 }
d m
drm
.k(r) }
2
r2m&1 drCm ,
where .k(r) stands for the Laguerre functions
.k(r)=Ln&1k (
1
2 r
2) e&14r2.
The Laguerre polynomials satisfy the formula (see [Sz])
d
dr
Ln&1k (r)=&L
n
k&1(r)
and consequently we have
d
dr
.k(r)=\&rLnk&1 \12 r2+&
r
2
Ln&1k \12 r2++ e&14r2.
Thus part (i) of the proposition will follow once we show that the integrals
\ k! (n&1)!(k+n&1)!+
2
|

0
|Lnk(r) e
&r2|2 r dr
and
\ k! (n&1)!(k+n&1) 1+
2
|

0
|Ln&1k (r) e
&r2| 2 r dr
are bounded independent of k. The estimates for these integrals can be read
off from Lemma 1.5.4 of [T2] and when n2 they are bounded functions
of k.
In order to prove part (ii) of the proposition we observe that the m th
derivative of .k(r) is a finite linear combination of terms of the form
ri+ jLn&1+ jk& j (
1
2 r
2) e&14r2.
Here |i | j, and j+|i |m. Defining
Ln&1+ jk (r)=\ 1(k+1)1(k+n+ j)+
12
Ln&1+ jk (r) e
&r2r(n&1+ j)2
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and noting that
1(k+1)
1(k+n+ j )
=O(k&n+1& j),
we need to show that
k&n+ j+1 |

0
|Ln&1+ jk& j (r)|
2 r&(n&i&m) drCm ,
where Cm is independent of k.
To estimate the foregoing expression, we divide to the two cases
considered in Lemma 1.5.4 of [T2].
(i) If n&i&m> 12 , we use the estimate
|

0
|Ln&1+ jk& j (r)|
2 r&(n&i&m) drCkn&i&m&1.
Since k&n+ j+1 } kn&i&m&1=k j&i&m and j+|i |m, the desired estimate is
established.
(ii) If n&i&m< 12 , we use the estimate
|

0
|Ln&1+ jk& j (r)|
2 r&(n&i&m) drCk&(n&i&m).
Since k&n+ j+1 } k&(n&i&m)=k&2n+i+ j+m+1, and j+|i |m, we have the
estimate Ck2(m&n)+1. The latter expression is bounded by a constant
provided mn& 12 , which holds by our assumption mn&1.
This concludes the estimate on the Laguerre spectrum.
On the Bessel spectrum we can use a similar argument, using the
asymptotic properties of the Bessel functions associated with R2n, where
2n4. Some further details about these properties are given in the proof
of the next proposition. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
We note that the foregoing estimates will be used to establish the maxi-
mal inequality for _r . As explained in Section 6, it is enough to establish it
for _r acting by convolution on the Heisenberg group itself, and then use
the Caldero n transfer principle [C]. In L2(Hn) the Bessel spectrum has
zero Plancherel measure, so that the estimates on the Laguerre spectrum
suffice.
We now establish uniform pointwise estimates for the derivatives of the
spherical function. Here we must consider the entire spectrum, since the
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Bessel spectrum does indeed occur in the spectral decomposition of some
ergodic actions, for example those that factor to actions of R2n.
Proposition 3.2. (i) Let n1, fix 0<=1, N # N and let 7=, N=
[(*, k): =|*|N, kN ]. Then
sup
‘ # 7=, N }
d
dr
.‘ (r) }CN(1+r) e&=#r2,
where C and # are positive constants independent of r.
(ii) Fix =>0, and let 7$= [{ | ={=&1]. Then
sup
‘ # 7$= }
d
dr
.‘ (r) }C=2 (1+r)&n+12,
where C is a positive constant independent of r.
Proof. (i) Let L:k(x) stand for Laguerre polynomials of type :. Then
using the asymptotic properties of L:k(x) given for example in [Sz]
(formula 5.1.14), we can easily verify that
1(k+1) 1(:+1)
1(k+:+1)
|L:k(x) e
&x2|ce&#x,
where # is independent of k. The proposition now follows from these
estimates and the formula (2.1) for the derivative of .‘ (r). The details can
be found in [T2] (Lemma 1.5.3).
(ii) Recall the formula
d
ds
(s&:J:(s))=&s&:J:+1(r).
Hence
d
dr
’{(r)={
d
d({r)
(({r)n&1 Jn&1({r))={2r({r)&n Jn({r).
If 0r1, then |(ddr) ’{(r)|C=2, by the standard expansion of the
Bessel functions near the origin, and the fact that {1=. If r>1, then
|(ddr) ’{(r)|(C=) r&(n&1)r&12, by the standard expansion of the Bessel
functions at infinity. The proposition is therefore proved.
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4. RADIAL AVERAGES ON THE HEISENBERG GROUPS
4.1. Preliminary Reductions
We now collect some facts that will be used in the proofs of the
pointwise ergodic theorems. We begin with the mean ergodic theorem
for _r .
Lemma 4.1. Let ? be a continuous unitary representation of H=Hn,
n1 on a Hilbert space H. Then for any f # H, limr   &?(_r) f&Ef &=0
where Ef is the orthogonal projection on the space of vectors invariant under
?(g), g # G. The same conclusion applies to _$r on Gn , n1.
Proof. Let f # H, and consider Eq. (2.1). All the spherical functions
satisfy |.‘ (r)|1 and if .‘ is nontrivial then |.‘ (r)|  0 as r  . This
follows from the asymptotic properties of the Laguerre and Bessel func-
tions. Therefore if the spectral measure d&f assigns 0 to the trivial character
then it follows that limr  &?(_r) f &=0. Now note that the space of
vectors invariant under each (or any) ?(_r) coincides with the space of G
invariant vectors. To see this suppose f is a unit vector such that ?(_r) f= f
for all (or any) r>0. The strict convexity of H implies that ?(g) f= f for
almost all points on the support of _r . By strong continuity of g [ ?(g) f,
we have ?(g) f= f for every point in the support of _r , which is the sphere
Sr, 0 in H n. By Proposition 2.1 the group generated by Sr, 0 equals Hn. It
follows that ?(g) f= f for all g in G. Therefore, if E is as in the statement
of the theorem the spectral measure of f &Ef assigns zero to the trivial
character and hence the lemma follows.
To prove the pointwise ergodic theorem for _r we follow the method of
[N1], [N2]. First, recall that we can assume without loss of generality
that the space X on which the group acts is a locally compact metric space,
and the action is jointly continuous. Let Cc(X ) denote the space of
compactly supported continuous functions on X, and define the following
class of functions
D={|H n h(g) u(g&1x) dg : h # C 0 (H n), u # Cc(X )= .
As noted in [N2] (see Theorem D in Section 1.2), to establish the stated
strong maximal inequality for non-negative functions in L p, as well as the
measurability of the maximal function, it suffices to prove the L p maximal
inequality for functions in D. For f # D it is clear that the function
?(_r) f (x) is a C function of r>0. We denote the derivative of this
function by (ddr) ?(_r) f (x). It is equally clear that the maximal function
associated to f is measurable in this case.
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Let us first note the following:
Proposition 4.2. Let +$r=(1r) r0 _$s ds denote the uniform averages of
the spherical means on Gn . Then
&M+$ f &p=&sup
r>0
|?(+$r) f | & pCp(n) & f &p
for 1< p<, n1 and every f # L p(X ).
Proof. Assume we have an action of G=Gn , n1 and to bound M+$ f,
note that
?(+$r) f (x)=
1
r |
r
0
?(mK V $gs V mK ) f (x) ds,
where gs=(1, sw, 0) # Aw $R. Therefore,
?(+$r) f (x)=?(mK) \1r |
r
0
?($gs) ds+ ?(mK) f.
Here (1r) r0 ?($gss) ds are the Birkhoff averages over the group Aw $R.
Therefore, by the strong maximal inequality for R-actions we know that
sup
r>0 }
1
r |
r
0
?($gs) f (x) ds }
is bounded on L p(X ), 1< p<. As ?(mK) is a positive projection bounded
on L p(X ) it follows that the same is true of M+$ f. For an action of Hn the
argument is similar, using
?(+r) f (x)=|
S1
1
r |
r
0
f (svx) ds d_1(v),
where S1 is the support of _1 .
We now consider the L2 case of Theorem 1.4.
Proposition 4.3. For f # D, &M_ f &2C & f &2
Proof. As noted in Section 5 of [N1], &M_ f &2C & f &2 follows from
&M+ f &2C & f &2 and &Rf &2C & f &2 , where Rf is the square function:
(Rf (x))2=|

0
r } ddr ?(_r) f (x) }
2
dr.
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To show that Rf is bounded on D & L2(X ), we use the following:
Lemma 4.4. For f # D and any m0,
" d
m
drm
?(_r) f "
2
2
=|
7 }
d m
drm
.‘ (r) }
2
d&f (‘),
where d&f is the spectral measure of f.
The proof of Lemma 4.4 will be given below. Using Lemma 4.4, we can
write
|

0
r " ddr ?(_r) f "
2
2
dr=|

0
|
7
r } ddr .‘ (r) }
2
d&f (‘) dr.
Therefore, by Fubini’s theorem it is enough to know that
|

0
r } ddr .‘ (r) }
2
dr=8(‘)
is a bounded function on the spectrum 7. But that is precisely the content
of part (i) of Proposition 3.1. This concludes the proof of the maximal
inequality for L2-functions in D. As remarked before Proposition 4.2, it
now follows that for every non-negative L2 function, the maximal function
M_ f is measurable and satisfies the maximal inequality with the same
bound.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. For =>0 and N>0, let HN= be the subspace of
functions f in L2(X ) whose spectral measure d&f is supported in 7=, N , and
let P=, N denote the projection on it. Similarly, let H$= be the subspace
of functions whose spectral measure is supported in 7$= , and P$= be the
projection on it (see Proposition 3.2). Now write
"1$ P=, N(?(_r+$) f&?(_r) f )"
2
=|
7=, N }
1
$
(.z(r+$)&.z(r)) }
2
d&f (z).
The result for m=1 follows from the estimate established in Proposi-
tion 3.2, by taking $  0 and then =  0, N  . A similar argument
applies to 7$= and P$= . For m>1 the result follows by applying repeatedly
the case m=1. We refer to Lemma 4, Section 6 of [N1] for further details
about this argument. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.4.
We can now establish the L2 case of Theorem 1.3:
Proposition 4.5. _r is a pointwise ergodic family in L2.
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Proof. As noted before Proposition 4.2, the validity of the maximal
inequality for f # D implies that the maximal function of every non-
negative f # L2(X ) is measurable and satisfies the maximal inequality with
the same bound. As is well known, it suffices, in the presence of a strong
maximal inequality for non-negative functions, to establish pointwise
convergence for a dense set of functions L2 (see e.g. [N1] Section 4,
Lemma 3). We consider first a dense subspace of the functions whose
spectral support is in the Laguerre spectrum:
D(HN= )={|

0
h(r) ?(_r) f (x) dr : h # C 0 (R
+), f # HN= = .
For f # D(HN= ), ?(_r) f (x) is a smooth function of r for x in a set S( f )/X
of measure one. By the fundamental theorem of Calculus, if x # S( f ),
|
t
s
d
dr
?(_r) f (x) dr=?(_t) f (x)&?(_s) f (x).
Therefore we have the estimate, for t, sa and x # S( f ),
|?(_t) f (x)&?(_s) f (x)||

a }
d
dr
?(_r) f (x) } dr.
Consequently
lim sup
t, s  
|?(_t) f (x)&?(_s) f (x)||

a }
d
dr
?(_r) f (x) } dr
for every a>0 and x # S( f ). Hence the set
[x: lim sup
t, s  
|?(_t) f (x)&?(_s) f (x)|$ ]
is contained in the set
{x : |

a }
d
dr
?(_r) f (x) } dr$= .
Finally,
}{x : |

a }
d
dr
?(_r) f (x) } dr$=}1$ |X |

a }
d
dr
?(_r) f (x) } dr dm(x)
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which by the CauchySchwartz inequality is bounded by

1
$ |

a "
d
dr
?(_r) f "2 dr.
As f # D(HN= ) we have the following estimate for the integrand, by
Proposition 3.2:
" ddr ?(_r) f "2CN(1+r) e&=#r
2 & f &2 .
Therefore the integral converges to zero as a  .
Similarly, if f # D(H$=), so that d&f has its support in the Bessel spectrum,
then
|

a "
d
dr
?(_r) f "2 dr=\|

a
|
7= }
d
dr
’{(r) }
2
d&f ({) dr+
12
Using Proposition 3.2 again, the integrand is bounded by the expression
((C=2)(1+r)&n+12)2. Hence, if n>1 then the integral converges to zero as
a  . Consequently,
|[x : lim sup
t, s  
|?(_t) f (x)&?(_s) f (x)|$]|=0.
Thus for all f # D(HN= )+D(H$=), limt   ?(_t) f (x) exists for almost every
x # X, and equals 0 by the mean ergodic theorem. Now note that L2(X ) is
the orthogonal sum of three closed subspace: H1=the space of functions
invariant under each ?(_r), H7=the space of functions whose spectral
measure is supported in the union of the Laguerre and Bessel spectrum,
and finally, H0=the space of function in the kernel of each ?(_r), namely
the space realizing the zero character of the algebra. Clearly, in the first
and the third subspace we have ?(_r) f (x)  X f dm almost everywhere.
We have just seen that almost everywhere convergence holds also in
=, N D(H N= )+D(H$=).
The latter subspace is norm dense in the complement, and the proposition
is therefore proved.
Remark 4.6. Let us note that the foregoing argument yields a simple
proof of the fact that in any ergodic action of Rn, n3, there exists a dense
set of functions f for which _~ r f (x) converges for almost all x # X. Indeed
the space D(H$=) is norm dense in the space H7B of vectors whose spectral
measure has support in the Bessel spectrum. Each function in it has the
desired property, as follows from the estimate above for Bessel functions.
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As before, pointwise convergence certainly holds in its orthogonal comple-
ment, and the result follows.
5. ANALYTIC INTERPOLATION AND ERGODIC
THEOREMS IN LP
In this section we conclude the proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. As noted
in the previous section, it suffices to establish the L p maximal inequality for
f # D, and pointwise convergence for a dense set of functions in L p. But
since L2 & L p is dense in L p, only the first problem needs to be addressed.
We will follow the method of [N2], referring the reader there for some
details. The idea is to embed ?(_r) in an analytic family of operators and
then appeal to Stein’s analytic interpolation theorem to obtain the maximal
inequality. The embedding is implemented by using the RiemannLiouville
fractional integral operators, and we refer to [S1] Chapter 3 for some
details.
Fix f in D and x # X and consider the even smooth function on
R: Fx(r)=?(_r) f (x). For :=a+ib # C the RiemannLiouville fractional
integrals of Fx(r) are defined by
I:Fx(r)=
1
1(:) |
r
0
(r&s):&1 Fx(s) ds.
The normalised fractional integrals are defined by
M:Fx(r)=r&:I :Fx(r).
These fractional integrals can be analytically continued to entire functions.
The family of operators I: satisfy the functional equations I :I;f =I:+;f
and I 0f =f. Clearly, by definition I1Fx(r)=r0 Fx(s) ds. It follows that
I&1Fx(r)=
d
dr
Fx(r)
and more generally
M&kFx(t)=rk
d k
drk
?(_r) f (x).
We define the maximal operator
S:* f (x)=sup
r>0
|M:Fx(r)|.
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We will prove the following two estimates for the maximal operators:
Proposition 5.1. &S*1+ib f &pCe? |b| & f &p for 1< p<.
Proposition 5.2. For n>1, :=a+ib and f # D the maximal inequality
holds,
&S:* f (x)&2Ce? |b| & f &2 ,
provided a>&n+1+ 12.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Recall that, by Proposition 4.2: &M+ f &p
C & f &p , and clearly by definition S 1* f (x)CM+ f (x). For the operators
S*1+ib the desired inequality is a standard consequence of 1-function
estimates, and we refer to [N2] Section 4.3 or [S1], Ch. 3 for details.
Once Proposition 5.2 is proved, the maximal inequality for _r follows by
analytic interpolation. Using the method of [N2] Section 4.2, to establish
Proposition 5.2 it suffices to prove the following result, which concerns
ordinary derivatives:
Proposition 5.3. For n>1 and f # D we have the inequality
&S*&n+2 f &2C & f &2 .
Proof of Proposition 5.3. It suffices to establish, for the Littlewood
PaleyStein square function defined by
(gm f (x))2=|

0
r2m&1 }\ ddr+
m
?(_r) f (x)}
2
dr,
a bound of the form (1mn&1)
&gm f &2Cm & f &2 .
By Lemma 4.4,
&gm( f )&22=|
7
|

0
r2m&1 |. (m)‘ (r)|
2 dr d&f (‘),
and according to Proposition 3.1,
sup
‘ # 7
|

0
r2m&1 }\ ddr+
m
.‘ (r)}
2
drC.
This concludes the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
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6. THE REDUCED HEISENBERG GROUP
In this section we will prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6, using the method
developed in [N-S2], and we refer the reader there for some details. Our
estimates for the various maximal operators will be divided to two parts,
as follows. Given a function f # L2(X ), where X is an H n-space with a
_-finite invariant measure, we can write f =fB+ fL+ f1+ f0 . Here the
spectral measure of fB is supported in 7B , the spectral measure of fL is
supported in 7L , f1 is the projection of f on the space of invariant functions
and f0 is the projection of f on the subspace realizing the zero character
of the algebra. Note that D(HB)+D(HL)/D(H) since the spectral
projections commute with the group action. We begin by discussing functions
satisfying f = fL .
Recall that the Laguerre spectrum is given by: 7L=[(*, k): *{0,
k=0, 1, 2, ...]. As before, we write ‘=(*, k), *{0, and .‘ (t) denotes the
corresponding spherical function.
Let
:k(t)=
1(k+1) 1(:+1)
1(k+:+1)
L:k \t
2
2 + e&t 24
and define the operator M :t f by
(M :t f, h)=|
7
:+n&1k (- |*| t) dEf, h(*, k).
Note that M :t f is defined also for complex :, R:> &n+1 and when :=0
we get our original operators _t . We now prove:
Proposition 6.1. (1) As an operator on L2(Hn), M 1t is given by the
formula
M1t f =|
1
0
r2n&1Pt 2(1&r 2) f V _rt dr,
where Pr f is the ordinary Poisson integral in the central variable.
(2) The maximal operator: supt>0 |M 1+ibt f | is bounded on L
p(H n),
1< p<.
Proof. (1) The formula is proved using certain identities related to
twisted convolutions on the Heisenberg group. Write f V _t as
f V _t(z, s)=
1
2? |

&
e&i*t( f V _t)* (z) d*,
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where f *(z) stands for the inverse Fourier transform
f *(z)=|

&
ei*tf (z, s) ds.
Now, an easy calculation shows that
( f V _t)* (z)= f * V* _t(z),
where V* is the *-twisted convolution. As can be seen from [T1]
(Theorem 4.1) we have
f * V* _t(z)= :

k=0
k! (n&1)!
(k+n&1)!
.*k(z) f
* V* .*k(z).
Thus we have
f V _t(z, s)=
1
2?
:

k=0
|

&
e&i*sn&1k (- |*| t) f * V* .*k(z) d*.
Recall that the Poisson integral Pr f of f in the s variable is given by
(Pr f )* (z)=e&14 |*| rf *(z).
Now consider the equation
Pt2(1&r 2) f V _rt(z, s)
=
1
2?
:

k=0
|

&
e&i*sn&1k (- |*| rt) e&14 |*| t
2(1&r 2)f * V* .*k(z) d*.
Integrating the above equation against r2n&1dr we obtain
|
1
0
r2n&1Pt 2(1&r2) f V _rt(z, s) dr
=
1
2?
:

k=0
|

&
e&i*s\k(- |*| t) f * V* .*k(z) d*,
where
\k(t)=|
1
0
r2n&1n&1k (rt) e
&14 t 2(1&r2) dr.
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Recalling the definition of n&1k we have
\k(t)=
1(k+1) 1(n)
1(k+n) |
1
0
r2n&1Ln&1k \r
2t2
2 + e&14 t 2 dr.
We now use the following formula connecting Laguerre polynomials of
different type (see [T2] Formula 7.4.11):
L:+;k (t)=
1(k+:+;+1)
1(;) 1(k+:+1) |
1
0
r:(1&r);&1 L:k(rt) dr.
Taking :=n&1, ;=1 in this formula and making a change of variable we
see that
\k(t)=
1
2n
nk(t).
Thus, we have the formula
M1t f =|
1
0
r2n&1Pt 2(1&r 2) f V _rt dr,
and the proof of (1) is complete.
(2) The method of proof of the maximal inequality is to bound the
operator as follows: supt>0 |M 1t f (z, t)|M1M2 | f (z, t)|, where M1 is the
classical HardyLittlewood maximal function in the variable z # Cn, and
M2 the classical HardyLittlewood maximal function in the variable t # R.
As noted above, the Poisson integral Pr f of f in the s-variable is
given by
(Pr f )* (z)=e&14 |*| rf *(z).
It is then well known that
sup
t>0
|Pt f (z, s)|CM2 f (z, s),
where M2 is the HardyLittlewood maximal function in the s-variable.
Using the formula proved in (1), the expression
M1t f =|
1
0
r2n&1Pt 2(1&r 2) f V _rt dr
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is dominated by
|M 1t f (z, s)|C |
1
0
r2n&1M2 f V _rt(z, s) dr
=Ct&2n |
t
0
r2n&1M2 f V _r(z, s) dr.
It follows that
sup
t>0
|M 1t f (z, s)|CM1M2 | f (z, s)|,
where M1 is the HardyLittlewood maximal function in the z-variable.
Hence supt>0 |M 1t f | is bounded on L
p, 1< p<. As usual, |M 1+ibt f |
1|1(1+ib)| M 1t | f | and hence &supt>0 |M
1+ib
t f | &pCp exp(?b) & f &p for
1< p<, and the proof of (2) is complete.
In order to apply the method of analytic interpolation, we will prove:
Proposition 6.2. For functions f # L2(H n) whose spectral measure has
its support contained in 7L , and :=&n+1+$, $>0, the following holds:
&sup
t1
|M :t f |&2C & f &2 .
Remark 6.3. For a proof that the foregoing maximal function is
measurable for f # D we refer to Section 2.2 in [N-S2].
Proof. We divide 7L to two parts, as follows. For j=0, 1, 2, . . . define
7j=[(*, k): |*| k # [2 j, 2 j+1)].
Let 70=j0 7j=[(*, k): |*| k1] and let Pf be the orthogonal projec-
tion corresponding to the set 70. Then
(?(_t) Pf, h) =|
70
.‘ (t) dEf, h(‘).
Note that 7L"70=[(*, 0) | *{0]. We will begin by establishing spectral
estimates on 70 first, and comment on its complement in 7L later.
Let Ej f be the projection operator corresponding to the set 7j . It suffices
to show that
&sup
t1
|M :t Ej f |&2C 2&$j2 &Ej f &2 .
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Now, using the argument of Section 2.3 in [N-S2], for every L>0,
sup
t1
|M :t Ej f |
2cL&1 |

1
|M :t f (x)|
2 dt+cL |

1 }
d
dt
M :t f (x) }
2
dt.
So it is enough to prove that for (*, k) # 7j ,
L&1 |

1 }$k(- |*| t) }
2
dt+L |

1 }
d
dt
$k(- |*| t) }
2
dtc 2&$j.
We therefore consider (assuming *>0)
|

1
|$k(- |*| t)| 2 dt=*&12 |

- *
|$k(t)|
2 dt
and
|

1 }
d
dt
$k(- |*| t) }
2
dt=*12 |

- * }
d
dt
$k(t) }
2
dt.
Defining
L$k(t)=\1(k+1) 1($+1)1(k+$+1) +
12
L$k(t) e
&t2t$2
and noting that
1(k+1) 1($+1)
1(k+$+1
tk&$ and
d
dt
L$k(t)=&L
$+1
k&1(t),
we are left with estimating the expressions
(i) A=*&12k&$ * |L
$
k(t)|
2 t&$&12 dt
(ii) B=*12k&$&1 * |L
$+1
k&1(t)|
2 t&$&12 dt + *12k&$ * |L
$
k(t)|
2 _
t&$+12 dt.
We will use the following estimates which hold for the Laguerre functions.
Lemma 6.4. |L$k(t)| for k1 is bounded by
c(kt)$2, for 0t1k
c(tk)&14, for 1ktk2
c(k)&14 (1&|(k&t)| )&14, for k2t(3k)2
ce&#t, for t(3k)2.
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Proof. We refer to [T2], Lemma 1.5.3.
We now estimate the expression A above. Noting that 1k*k, we
write
A=*&12k&$ |
k2
*
+|
3k2
k2
+|

3k2
|L$k(t)|
2 t&$&12 dt.
Consider the first two summands. Using the estimates of Lemma 6.4, we
obtain
|
k2
*
|L$k(t)|
2 t&$&12 dtck&12 |
k2
*
t&$&1 dt
ck&12*&$
|
3k2
k2
|L$k(t)|
2 t&$&12 dtck&12 |
3k2
k2
(1+|k&t| )&12 t&$&12 dt
ck&12k&$&12k12
ck&12*&$.
Similarly, the third summand is bounded by ck&12*&$. Thus
Ac(*k)&$&12.
To estimate B, write the first integral in B in the form
*12k&$+1|
k2
*
+|
3k2
k2
+|

3k2
|L$+1k (t)|
2 t&$&12 dt.
Using the estimates of Lemma 6.4 again
|
k2
*
|L$+1k (t)|
2 t&$&12 dtck&12 |
k2
*
t&$&1 dtck&12*&$.
It is similarly seen that the other two parts are also bounded by ck&12*&$.
So the first integral in B is bounded by c(*k)&$+12. Similarly the other
integral gives the same estimate, and thus
Bc(*k)&$+12.
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Finally,
|
X
sup
t1
|M :t Ej f |
2 dx|
7j
(L&1a(k, *)+Lb(k, *)) dEf, f (‘),
where
a(k, *)=|

1
|$k(- |*| t)|2 dt
b(k, *)=|

1 }
d
dt
$k(- |*| t) }
2
dt.
According to the foregoing estimates we have
L&1a(k, *)+Lb(k, *)c[(*k)&$&12 L&1+(*k)&$+12 L].
Recall that on 7j , *kt2 j. Choose L=2& j2 to get
L&1a(k, *)+Lb(k, *)c 2& j$.
Hence
|
X
sup
t1
|M :t Ej f (x)|
2 dxc2& j$ |
7j
dEf, f (‘)=c2& j$ &Ej f &22 .
We now complete the proof of the proposition. First note that an
irreducible unitary representation ? of the Heisenberg group factors to a
representation of the reduced Heisenberg group if and only if ? is trivial on
the subgroup Z1 . Consequently the central character of ? has parameter *
which is an integer. But if the central character * is integral, then the
spherical functions .(*, k) of Laguerre type that occur in the spectrum of
?(A) have parameters satisfying |*| k1 (when k{0), or are of the form
[(*, 0) | * # Z] (when k=0). The foregoing estimate applies to the first case.
The second case is easier to estimate, since now $0(- * t)=exp(&*t24).
Therefore, we obtain the stated maximal inequalities for the analytic family
M:t f, acting on HL /L
2(H n). The proposition follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let us begin by noting the well known fact that
in order to establish that _ r satisfies a strong L p maximal inequality in
every action of H n on a probability space, it suffices to prove that the
family _ r satisfies the L p maximal inequality in its action on H n itself, by
convolutions. The case of a general action then follows in the usual manner
from the Caldero n transfer principle [C].
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We therefore restrict attention to the action of H n on itself. Note that,
in contrast to H n, in the decomposition of the regular representation of H n
on L2(H n) both the Bessel spectrum 7B and the Laguerre spectrum 7L
have positive Plancherel measure. We therefore write each f # L p(H n), as
f =fB+ fL , where fB(z, t)=Ef (z, t)=2?0 f (z, t) dt. Here the averaging
operator f [ Ef is a projection that is defined and bounded by 1 in norm
in every L p(H n). Hence M :t b (I&E) f is an analytic family of operators,
which satisfies two norm estimates, one for :=1+ib and p>1, by
Proposition 6.1 and one for R:>&n+1 and p=2, by Proposition 6.2. It
follows by analytic interpolation that &supr1 & |M 0r (I&E) f | &pCp & f &p ,
for 2n(2n&1)< p. (For further details regarding the last step, we
refer to Section 4.3 in [N2] and Section 2 in [N-S2]). For a function of
the form fL=(I&E) fL , use the fact that _ r=M 0r and conclude that
&supr1 |?(_ r) fL | &p& fL&p for 2n(2n&1)< p<.
Clearly supr1 |?(_ r) f |  supr1 |?(_ r) fL | + supr1 |?(_ r) fB |. But
since fB does not depend on the central variable, it can be identified with
a function f B on the Euclidean factor R2n. Furthermore _ r V fB=_~ r V f B ,
where _~ r are the sphere averages on R2n. Hence, the desired estimate
follows from [S-W]. This concludes the proof of 1.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Any action of the reduced Heisenberg group is
an action of the Heisenberg group, and therefore by Theorems 1.3 and 1.4,
the maximal inequality for non-negative functions, as well pointwise almost
everywhere convergence to the integral for every function, hold in L2(X ).
But since L2(X ) & L p(X ) is dense in L p(X ) for 1p<, there exists a
dense set of functions in L p(X ) where pointwise almost everywhere
convergence to the right limit holds. Together with the maximal inequality
of Theorem 1.6, the pointwise ergodic theorem follows. For the last claim,
which is standard, we refer to Section 4.2 in [N2].
Proof of Corollary 1.7. Given an ergodic action of Rd, d3, by
Remark 4.6, we see that there exists a dense set of functions f where _~ r f (x)
converges for almost all x # X. The maximal inequality for sphere averages
on Rd acting by convolution on L2(Rd) is proved in [S-W], and by the
Caldero n transfer principle [C] the maximal inequality holds in every
action. Hence, for every function in L2(X ), _~ r f (x) converges for almost all
x # X. But L2(X ) & L p(X ) is dense in L p(X ), 1p<, and hence L p(X )
has a dense set of functions where pointwise convergence holds. Using
the maximal inequalities of [S-W] in L p(Rd, p>dd&1, and the transfer
principle again, Corollary 1.7 follows. We remark that the measurability of
the maximal function f *_ follows from the argument in the Appendix of [N1].
Proof of Corollary 1.8. The L p-maximal inequalities of Theorem 1.3 are
valid for non-negative functions in any jointly continuous action of Hn on
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a locally compact metric space X with a regular Borel _-finite invariant
measure, since they are true for functions in D (see Section 4.1, or [S-W],
Section 8). To prove that _r f (x)  f (x) for almost every x # X, it is enough
to show that there exists a dense set of functions for which this property
holds, and obviously Cc(X ) satisfy these requirements.
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